CONTEMPORARY THEATRE
Alas Poor Fied
In a one act pliy a friend who had some tune
ago been cut in half is the symbol of a married
couples former passionate love life long since
sundered The situation is hke that of lonesco s
4i it<Ke
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A Bequest to the Natio i    1970
Tkf Art     1959
In a more direct ~tyle this full length play of
ideas re interprets the Old Testament story
A somewhat ornate historical play spans
>elsone final days in England Like JSoss
it sympathetically probes intimate problems of a
national hero its theme the conflict between
Nelson 3 infatuation for Emma and his duty to
which finally she generous]v yields Partisan
cleverly uses Nelsons schoolboy nephew to
emphasise duty to act as dramatic link with lady
kelson and as the juvenile sensibility whereby
Emma s tipsy decline is bharply focused
David Rudkind
-ifore Fight Come    1962    P
In a Worcestershire orchard the fruit piCKera
enact the ritual murder of a freakish old tramp
whom they dread as a threat to their virility A
realistic working day norld is infused with the
primitive terror of The Golden Sough
Jean Paul Sartre fl> 1905)
The plays of the French philosopher feartre
can be fully interpreted only in the light of his
atheistic existentialist philosophy Discarding
conventional morality Sartre insists that the
individual must evolve his own ethical code
through daring freely to choose and act for him
self He must also will this freedom for others
and by seeking to establish an interdependence
of freedoms he engages or commits him
self in the political struggle
Sartre himself is a communist and his best plays
like those of Brecht are fully committed to
left wing ideology They have sought to vmdi
eate the inevitability of violence in the struggle
for freedom and to decry the bourgeois mor
ahty which shrinks from such crnne
Sartre is also concerned with the absurdity
of man s predicament as a rational creature in an
illogical and indifferent universe but unlike
lonesco he presents the situation not through
absurd images but through the medium of the
traditional well made play
Sartre has had a considerable influence on the
climate of ideas encouraging an attitude of harsh
disillusion and stimulating the current discussion
as to whether or not drama should be a vehicle
for social and political convictions It is interest
ing to contrast the views of WesLer and Pinter
on this issue
Lucifer and die Lord    Published 1951    P
The dilemma between non violence and force
is here given greater universality by being pro
jected back into the time of the Peasants Eevolt
m Germany The brilliant General Goetz having-
failed in a policy of Christian love unflinchingly
embraces a ruthless violence as the only possible
realist   social ethic
NeJcrassov    Published 1956    P
A satirical farce ridicules the sensational anti
communism of a section of the popular French
press
Altona   Published 1956   P
This play showing a former Nazi officer going
mad in an attempt to justify his own resort to
torture Is an attack on Western morality in
its own recourse to torture used by French
colonials in Algiers The film version well rejtto
dnces the claustrophobic horror
James Saunders (b 1925)
In Saunders early work the influence of
lonesco is apparent in the satirical use of a banal
dialogue in which the characters converse without
communicating and m the reference to some
concrete symbol which represents then: anxieties
or predicament His later work is reminiscent of
Pirandello Nevertheless Saunders ingenious
plays have a freshness and vigour all their own
 Ends a fid Echoes     1000
This is the general title for three clever one
acters In Barnstable the moat amusing on° i
louse is gradually collapsing around its unwitting
nhabitants a symbol of the disintegration of their
conventional w"y of life
Nut Tti is IU &>iw (a Jou    19Go
Based on Ealeigh Trevelyans book on the
hermit of Canfleld who died in 1942 this moving
?lay uses the rehearsal style of Pirandello a Si*
"jhamders Like an elegiac Quintet is explorca the
':heme of solitude
A Scent of fkwtr     1964
lake the previous play this is a reconstruction
Of tiie past It is gradually revealed that the
character Zoe is in fact the spirit of a girl who has
just committed suicide because her love for a
uarried man is incompatible with her religion
The play proceeds by her touching encounters
with the circle of relatives and friends to whom
she had turned in vain for help
1967
Neighbours was presented with another short
play Dutchman (F) by Le Eoi Jones Both use an
emotional encounter between a Negro and a
white woman to focus the strain between the races
A Negro invites himself into the flatlet of a
young woman on the floor below With some
hesitation she entertains him. He then steadily
challenges her enlightened liberalism as merely
patronising and finally m what amounts to moral
blackmail asks her to come and sleep with him
Confused and compassionate she yields
The initial meeting is conveyed witii much
delicacy Then as the Negro assumes the rdle of
counsel for the prosecution a logical pattern is
unconvmchigly forced on the naturalistic material
Peter Shaffer (b 1926)
Shaffer is an assured and ingenious dramatist
whose first success was with the realistic well
made play and who has since moved on to freer
modes of composition
His plays operate successfully on two levels
they offer insight into the subtleties of personal
relationships especially mta the difficulties of
adjustment between people of different cultural
background and they also involve discussion of
ideas The aesthetic problem of distingulshine
between genuine love of art and snobbish preten
sion is a recurring theme often presented In a
triangular situation
Five Finger Eternise   1958    P
An alive realistic play shows Qive the young
Cambridge student growing away from his
stifling mother with her pretensions to modish
culture but fading to make contact with his
honest Philistine father The advent of an
enigmatic stranger Walter acts as a catalyst
Mother and son are both attracted to Walter the
father's fierce jealousy ib aroused and Walter is
narrowly saved from suicide.
Shaffer shows some of Ibsen s precision In his
probing of a family situation where the members
change and develop as they l>ecome painfully
aware of then- hidden drives

